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“Our design contributes with soft shapes to the assortment, a quality 

which is not only a matter of visual aesthetics. What we mainly wanted 

to add was a sensory and tactile dimension, so that the advanced 

industrial production can be experienced by hand.”

  ‒ Kauppi & Kauppi
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Ohm is a porcelain luminaire collection for all possible situations and 

living spaces - indoors as well as outdoors. Inspired by older times 

porcelain  insulators,  the  design  by  Kauppi  &  Kauppi  celebrates  the 

material and the century long heritage of Scandinavia’s only press 

porcelain producer. Since the launch in 2019, the Ohm collection has 

received global recognition and won several prestigious design awards, 

honoring its contemporary and yet classic expression.

The collection includes a pioneering splash safe pendant for bathrooms 

and gardens, traditional light fittings for walls, ceilings and facades - as 

well as a special range for sauna interiors. The collection also introduced 

the company’s first range of table lamps, designed to be placed within 

an arm’s reach, on tables or in windows – enabling a close and tactile 

connection to the quality of the porcelain.

The 2021 Ohm news introduces a large clear glass silhouette tailored 

for  E27  light  bulbs,  spreading  a  welcoming  light.  A  light  fitting  that 

follows the overall program with versions for installations on facades, 

walls, ceilings and tables (Ohm 140/170 and Ohm Table 140/190). The 

previously launched siblings with opal shades, for a gently diffuse light 

distribution, also receives a new E27 lamp holder option (Ohm 140/170 

and Ohm Table 140/190).

Another technical update includes the indoor versions of the existing 

suspended lights with opal glass (Ohm Pendant 100/155 and 100/215). 

The pendants are now available with an optional LED module, when a 

more powerful light solution is needed. Lastly, the Ohm 140/115 for 

walls and ceilings receives a new GX53 light source option. All new 

additions are available in black or white glaze. Grey and brown glaze 

are available upon request. 
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Grey - NCS S 6005-G50Y (Upon request)

Brown - NCS S 8010-Y50R (Upon request)

GLAZE COLORS:

White - NCS S 1502-G50Y - Standard

Black - NCS S 9000-N - Standard

OHM 100/110
Matt opal | Wall · Ceiling
LED · G9 | IP44 · Sauna

* NEW LIGHT SOURCE (GX53)
OHM 140/115

Matt opal | Wall · Ceiling
LED · GX53 | IP44

* NEW LIGHT SOURCE (E27)
OHM 140/170

Matt opal | Wall · Ceiling
LED · E27 | IP44

* NEW PRODUCT (2021)
OHM 140/170

Clear glass | Wall · Ceiling
E27 | IP44

OHM 100/170
Matt opal | Wall · Ceiling
LED · E27 | IP44 · Sauna

OHM 100/170
Clear glass | Wall · Ceiling

E27 | IP44 · Sauna

* NEW LIGHT SOURCE (LED)
OHM PENDANT 100/215

Matt opal | Ceiling
LED (indoor only) · E27 | IP44

Indoor · Outdoor

OHM PENDANT 100/215
Clear glass | Ceiling

E27 | IP44
Indoor · Outdoor

OHM TABLE 140/135
Matt opal | Table

GX53 | IP20

* NEW LIGHT SOURCE (E27)
OHM TABLE 140/190

Matt opal | Table
E27 | IP20

* NEW PRODUCT (2021)
OHM TABLE 140/190

Clear glass | Table
E27 | IP20

OHM TABLE 100/130
Matt opal | Table

G9 | IP20

OHM TABLE 100/190
Matt opal | Table

E27 | IP20

OHM TABLE 100/190
Clear glass | Table

E27 | IP20

* NEW LIGHT SOURCE (LED)
OHM PENDANT 100/155

Matt opal | Ceiling
LED (indoor only) · G9 | IP44

Indoor · Outdoor

OHM COLLECTION
Design by Kauppi & Kauppi

* News 2021 - Detailed information on ifoelectric.com



ifoelectric.com

Since 1960 Ifö Electric has been well known for its unique production 

of porcelain  light fittings  in  the South of Sweden. The durable fittings 

have become timeless Scandinavian classics found in many homes and 

public spaces.


